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Optial analogue of self-gravitating systems

General ontext.� Many interations in nature are long range. As long range interations,

we refer to those in whih parts of the system far away from eah other interat onsiderably. An

historial example of suh systems are stars inside a galaxy or globular lusters. Typially, in suh a

system, a star is subjeted to a fore dominated by the ensemble of the other stars (long range) rather

than, for example, the neighboring ones (short range). As a onsequene, one expets a very di�erent

behaviour (and often ounter-intuitive) ompared to what happens in the short-range interating regime

usually enountered in statistial physis textbooks. For example, in the thermodynami equilibrium,

there is inequivalene of ensembles or a possible apparition of negative spei� heat in the miro-

anonial ensemble [1, 2℄. The marosopi dynamis is also very di�erent: starting from arbitrary

initial onditions, the system forms �rapidly� a quasi-stationary state (like a galaxy) and then relaxes

towards a thermodynami equilibrium.

Reently, it has been observed that a laser beam propagating in a nonlinear, nonloal medium

presents a behavior very similar to the formation of a quasi-stationary state of self-gravitating bosons

in the non-relativisti regime [3, 4℄, whih is a serious andidate for dark matter, whih onstitutes the

halos of galaxies.

Objetives.� During this internship, we will study theoretially and numerially suh an optial

analogue of a self-gravitating system. Preliminary experiments will be performed to determine the

most suitable platform for this study. The targeted objetives are listed below.

1. Derivation of simple analytial salings as done in the lassial ase for the early time of the

ollapse.

2. Study the evolution of the system for various initial onditions (formation of a quasi-stationary

state, energy ejetion, old ollapse, Landau damping, mixing) by writing a ode to solve the

Shrödinger-Newton equation [5℄.

3. Full desription of the analogy between self-gravitating systems and nonlinear optial propaga-

tion.

4. Preliminary experiments to haraterize the nonlinear thermal response of various materials (lead

glass, sapphire, et.).

Pro�le.� We are looking for a highly motivated andidate interested in at least one of the aspets

of the projet (statistial physis and/or non-linear optis). The grant is about 500 euros/month. The

andidate will have the possibility to apply for a PhD thesis on this subjet.

Contat.� If you are interested, please ontat :

Bruno Maros : bruno.maros�unie.fr

Matthieu Belle : belle�unie.fr

Claire Mihel : laire.mihel�unie.fr
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